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Abstract

In this paper, we study an object on almost Hermitian manifold M consisting of a finite number

of J-holomorphic vector bundles E over M and hornornorphisms O : Ei --+ Ei-1. We call such

an object a J-holomorphic chain. We then prove a Hitchin-Kobayashi correspondence relating

the existence of solutions to certain chain vortex equations and an appropriate notion of stability

for the corresponding chains.
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1 Introduction

Let M be a compact Kdhler manifold and let E be a holornorphic vector bundle over M. The

classical Hitchin-Kobayashi correspondence Q8] 9 [15], [18], 20], 21]) states that a holo-

morphic structure is stable if and only if it is simple (i.e. it admits no non-trivial trace free

infinitesimal automorphisn-is) and admits a Hermitian-Einstein metric, i.e. a Hermitian metric

H solving the Hermitian-Einstein equation:

v'r-_1AFH = AME, (1.1)

where H is the curvature of the Chern connection of metric H, A is the contraction with the

KAhler form of M, and A is a real number determined by the topology. General solutions of

the Hermitian-Einstein equation correspond to polystable holomorphic structure, i.e. to bundles

which are direct sum of stable bundles of the same slope.

A Hitchin-Kobayashi correspondence, where some extra structured) E FTl,1(M)(&End(E))

is added to the bundle E, appears in the theory of Higgs bundles. Higgs bundles were first

studied by Hitchin 12] when M is a compact Riemann surface, and Simpson 11 when M is

higher dimensional, who introduced a natural gauge equation for them, and proved a Hitchin-

Kobayashi correspondence. Different to the Higgs bundles, Bradlow 41, [51 consider holomorphic

vector bundles on which additional data in the form of a prescribed holornorphic global section

E F(E) is given, i.e. holomorphic pair (E, ). Bradlow investigate the following vortex

equation

AFH - /__1 0 & O*H +,r Id = 0, (1.2)
2 2

where O*H is the adjoint of with respect to metric H, and -r is a real number. This equation

generalizes the Hermitian-Einstein equation (which is recovered by taking = and is the
2 ] -Prada show that the vortex

analogue of the classical Vortex equation over R In 10, arcia

equations can also be obtained via dimensional reduction of the Hermitian-Einstein equations

under an SU(2) action on certain associated bundles on the manifolds M x CP'. The coupled

vortex equations on holornorphic triple (El, E2, ), were very naturally introduced by Garcia-

Prada in [10], where is a holonlorphic morphism from E2 to El. A systematic study of these

equations and a proof of a Hitchin-Kobayashi type correspondence were done by Bradlow and

Garcia-Prada in 6 Furthermore, in [11, Alvare-Consul and Garcia-Prada investigated holo-

morphic chains -consisting of a finite number of holomorphic bundles E and homomorphisms

O E Hom,(EjEjl - on Kdhler manifold M. They proved a Hitchin-Kobayashi correspon-

dence relating the existence of solutions to certain natural gauge-theoretic equations and an

appropriate notion of stability for the corresponding chains. Recently, their result has been

extended by Mundet i Riera 17] to more general Kiffiler fibration, and by Alvare-Consul and

Garcia-Prada 231 to quiver bundles.
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In this paper, we want to discuss holomorphic chains over more general almost Hermitian

manifolds. In 71, de Bartolomeis and Tian investigated the stability of complex vector bundles

over almost complex manifolds, they introduced the concept of bundle almost structure (bacs)

J on principal bundle, defined J-stable complex vector bundles, and proved the existence of

Hermitian-Einstein metrics on J-stable complex vector bundles ver a compact almost Hermitian

regularized manifold. Inspired by this, we want to introduce the concept of J-holornorphic

chain and discuss the chain r-vortex equations on the corresponding chains over almost

Hermitian manifolds.

Let M, JM 7) be a compact m-dimensional almost Hermitian manifold. Denote E

(Eo, El,..., En) an (n + I)-tuple of complex vector bundles (Ei, ji) of rank ri on M. We con-

sider the principal L(ri, C)-bundles C(Ej) of complex linear frames on E, and assign a bundle

almost complex structure (bacs) J on C(Ej) respectively (which we will recall in section two).

By a proposition in t7l (proposition 13), we can see that bacs on C(Ej) are in one-to-one

correspondence with linear differential operators

,9E, AM (Ei) APq+'(Ei)

satisfying 9-Leibnitz rule. We denote the set of above differential operators by H(Ej). When

M is a complex manifolds, we usually consider a holomorphic vector bundle E over M, and

we can define partial differentiation in the (0, 1) direction in a natural way, i.e. the (0, 1)

derivative of a local holomorphic section of E is defined to be zero and the (0, 1) derivative

of any smooth section is defined by expressing it in terms of a local holomorphic basis and

using the Leibniz rule of differentiating products. There is no natural way to define partial

differentiation in the (0, 1) direction when M equipped with an not necessarily integrable almost

complex structure, this is the reason why we should assign a bacs) on every C(Ej). And

we usually denote J = (Jo, J,,... J) is an (n + 1)-tuple of bacs J on C(Ej), and E, J =

((Eo, Jo), (El, J)),... (E., J)) is the (n + I)-tuple of complex vector bundles E assigned with

bacs J.

Let = 01,02 - n) be an n-tuple of homomorphisms O E Hom(Ej, Ei-1) (1 < i < n_

If all satisfy:

aE7oEj_,Oi = 0, (1.3)

then we say that (E, J, ) is a J-holornorphic chain.

Let ap, be the element of H(Ej) corresponding to the fixed bacs J, and Hi be a Hermitian

metric on E. By 7 we known there exists a unique type (1, 0) Hermitian connection which

is called the canonical Hermitian connection w.H,. Usually, Hj denotes the curvature form of

the canonical Hermitian connection. We now denote the Kdhler form of the base manifold by

77, and let A 1'l ---+ Q be the contraction AO = 0 7). Let = ,,rj,...,,r" E R+', andM M
H = (Ho, Hi,.-., H,,.,) be an (n + 1)-tuple of Hermitian metrics, where Hi is a metric on E We

say that H satisfies the chain 7-vortex equations if
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VI H Io, OH = 7_0JdE"
1AF !(O!H 0 1 0.

v'r-_1 A FH I-,O,+, 0 O*H = rIdEj,2 z i+1 (1.4)
V-_1AFH - 10*H 0 0.n = r.IdE,

where n - 1, 01,1 is the adjoint of Oi taken with respect to H. Our goal is to understand

the necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of solutions of vortex equation 14)

on J-holomorphic chains C = E, J, ). In section 4 we will give the definition of deg,,, C)

and a-stability, where a = ao, al, E R+'. Our main result is the following Hitchin-

Kobayashi correspondence.

Main theorem Assume that C (E, J, ) is a J-holomorphic chain on a compact almost

Hermitian regularized manifold (M,,q) (i.e.,whose Kiihler form 77 satisfies a677 = . Let

- = (To, r1,...,,rn) E Rn+1 be such that deg, C = 0. The chain (E, J, ) admits an (n + 1) tuple

H = HoH1,...,H.) of Hermitian metrics satisfying the chain -vortex equation 1-4) if and

only if it isr-polystable.

For the proof of main theorem, we use the heat flow method which is different with that

Alvarez-Consul and Garcia-Prada's in [1]. Recently, dbke and Telernan 22] proved a very

general Hitchin-Kobayashi correspondence on arbitrary compact Hermitian manifolds, but their

result has no overlap with our theorem, since their result does not include the almost Hermitian

case. The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we give some basic definitions, in section

3, we give some estimates and preliminaries which will be used in the proof of main theorem;

in section 4 we introduce the definition of -r-stability, and prove that -r-stability is a necessary

condition for the existence of Hermitian metrics satisfying chain -vortex equation 14) in

section 5, we give the proof of our main theorem.

2 Notation

Let (M, JM) be an rn-dimensional almost complex manifold. A complex vector bundle (E,

of (complex) rank r over M is a real vector bundle E of rank 2r equipped with a section

of End(E) such that j2 = -IdE. We denote the principal GL(r, C)-bundle of complex lineax

frames on E by C(E), thus E can also be seen as an associate bundle of C(E) with standard

fibre C'. Firstly, we recall the notion of bundle almost complex structure (bacs) which has been

investigated by de Bartolomeis and Tian in 7.

Definition 21 A bundle almost complex structure (bacs ) on C(E) is an almost complex

structure J on C(E) such that: (1), the bundle projection 7r : C(E) --+ M is (J, Jm) -holomorphic;

(2), J induces the standard integrable almost complex structure Js on the fibres; 3 GL(r, C)
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acts J-holomorphically on C(E).

B(C(E)) will denote the set of bacs on C(E). We can define

7-pq(C(E) = L-'(APq(E)), (2.1)

where L : 7(C(E)) ---+ A*(E) is the standard isomorphism between tensorial Cr-valued forms

on C(E) and E-valued forms on MQ141), therefore we have

r(C(E) = gp+q=. ypq(C(E))- (2.2)

It is easy to check that, if a bacs is assigned on C(E), then 22) corresponds precisely to the

induced decomposition.

Let C(E)) be the set of all linear differential operators

ypq+l
'9C(E) 7(C(E)) - (C(E))

satisfying the following 5-Leibnitz rule: for every f E C'(M) a E 7q(C(E))

'9C(E)7r*(f)0 = 7r*(,9Mf A a + -7r*(f)aC(E)a

one can check that the map J -+ 6j is a bisection between B(C(E)) and k(C(E)) ([7], proposition

1.3), where 5j is the operator induced by J. On the other hand, k(C(E)) is also in one-to-one

correspondence with the set jl(E) of linear differential operators 6E Apq(E I APq+l (E),

satisfying the following 5-Leibnitz rule: for every f E C(M) a Apq (E)

OE7* (f ) = M A z + f 5Ea.

This correspondence is obviously given by = L _ -L-1. If a bacs J is assigned on C(E),

one can define a linear differential operator OE : Apq(E) , APq+I(E) in natural way, in fact,

0E = L aj - L-1.

Proposition 22 71) The set B(C(E)) is in one-to-one correspondence with the setk(E).

Definition 23 Let J E B(C(E)). Then a section e of E is said to be J-holomorphic

if it satisfies 5E = 0, where the differential operator 6E is in correspondence with J; this is

equivalence to say that, if = L-'(e) E I-O(C(E)), then 6j = .

Definition 24 Assume bacs's have been assigned on C(E2) and C(El) a bundle morphism

0: E2 --+ El is said to be J-holomorphic if aE;oE, = .

Definition 25 Let J E B(C(E)). Then a complex sub-bundle E' C E is said to be a

J-holomorphic subbundle if 6E maps APq(E') into APq+l(E').
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Definition 26 Let J E B(C(E)). A connection will be called type(l, 0), if it's connection

1 forms on C (E) satisfies: E V (C (E), gl (r, C), ad).

Let Oj(C(E)) be the set of all connection 1-forms in C(E) which axe of type(l, 0) with

respect to J. Given an Lo E C"O(C(E)), it is easy to check that D, : TO(C(E)) -� V(C(E))J
splits as D = a,, + 6j, also we have the splitting = o9v + OE of the induced exterior covaxiant

differential operator; and the (1, 1) part of curvature form is F,,,', = 0,7w ([7] Proposition 1.8;

1.9).

Assume a Hermitian metric H is assigned on E and let UH(E) be the principal U(r)-bundle

of H-unitary frames on E, we have the following result:

Proposition 27 ([7]; proposition 21) There exists a unique connection on UH(E) such

that it's connection 1-form, when extended to a connection form on C(E) is of type (1, 0) with

respect to J E B(C(E)); this connection is called the canonical Hermitian connection.

Let k : C(E) --+ GL(rC) be defined as following: If u = e1,...e,,je1.... I jerb then

k(u = (H(ej, ek) - iH(ej, ek))1<jk<,- Set

WH = l-1,9A, (2.3)

it is just the canonical Hermitian connection 1-form correspondence with the metric structure

H. Let K be another Hermitian structure on E and let h = H1K, it is easy to check that:

wK = H + h-la,'Hh. (2.4)

F,',,1= F,,' 1 + OE (h- 1 o9.R h). (2.5)
K R

We now suppose that the almost complex manifold M has a fixed -Hermitian metric, with

Kdhler form q. The natural operator A Ql" --+ Q is the contraction with n. Choose a localM M

real normal coordinate (Xi X2m ) centered at the considered point po. Let

im ( C ig a,,3 = I-, 2m.
49x'�' 49X0

By calculating directly, we have

1 af (2.6)
-v' AA9f = 1Af + 1: g "Jo

2 2 19xcl 'Yx'Y

at the considered point po. Let Zs = 2VF--1AA9, and V = Jm(g'O( a m) 9 where

WO) is the inverse matrix of the metric matrix in local coordinates. From the above equality,

we have

Af = Af + (V, Vf�, (2.7)
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for any f E C2(M). In the Kiffiler case, by the Kodaira identities, we know that A = .

Definition 28 (J-holomorphic chain) A J-holomorphic chain on almost complex man-

ifold M, JM) is a triple C = E, J, ), where E = E0, El,..., En) is an (n + 1)-tuple of complex

vector bundles (Ei, i) of rank ri on M, J = (JO, Jl,..., Jn) is an (n + 1)-tuple of bacs J on

C(Ei), and = 1, 02, ... , n) is an n-tuple of J-holornorphic morphisms O E Hm(Ej, Ei-1)

(1 i < n). This is represented by the following diagram:

On O.-i 01
C (E., Jn) __+ (En-1, Jn-1) __+ ... __+ (E01 JO). (2.8)

Definition 29 (chain vortex equations) let C = (E, J, ) be a J-holomorphic chain over

almost Hermitian manifold (M, m 7), and - = r0,,rl,..., n) R . let H =(Ho, Hi,..., H

be an n + 1 -tuple of Hermitian metrics, where Hi is a metric on Ei. We say that H satisfies the

chain -r-vortex equations if

v1'-_1AFH, + 1 1 o O* = roldE.,
v�'-_1AFHj-j(Oj* oOi-Oi+loO* -rjIdE., (2.9)i+l
V----lAFH - 1 O*H 0 On = rnIdEn2 n

where 1 < i < n - , O*H is the adjoint of taken with respect to H.i

3 -Some preliminaries on chain vortex equations

Given a J-holomorphic chain C = (E, J, ) on almost Hermitian manifold (M, Jm,'q), the main

purpose of this paper is to find an n + 1-tuple of Hermitian metrics H = (HO, H,,..., HO

satisfying the chain -vortex equations 29). Let K = KO, Kl,..., Kn) be the initial n + I-

tuple of Hermitian metrics on chain C. Consider a family of tuples of Hermitian metrics,

H(t = Ho(t),Hl(t),...,Hn(t)) on C with initial metric H(O = K. And denote h(t =

(ho(t), hi hn(t)) be an n + 1-tuple of endomorphisms hi = Kj-lHj. When there is no

confusion, we will omit the parameter t and simply write H, h for H(t), h(t). We consider the

following heat equations of 2.9)

H6-1 "Ho = - 2 v'r-__1 A FH + 10, O*H - ToIdE,),
2 1
1 O*H 0 _ c O*H -ri-ld (3.1)-i i+lH2 91� = -2(-,/--lAFHi Ej),

Hn ot = - 2 A FH - 10*H 0 0.at 2 n - .IdEn),

7



where < i < n - . It is completely equivalent to the following evolution equations

ahO = -2x/r-_1A6E00Kho + 2V_-_1A(5E0h0h-1aK,,h0 - 2/--lhoAFK, + 2Toho
at _h0oih-1o*Kho, 01 1

ahi -2vr-_1A6EiaKhi + 21_-1A(6Ehih-1aKhi - 2\/_-1hjAFK + 2rihiat i (3.2)
+O*K hi-jo - hioi+ih-1 O*K h-i i+1 i+1 2)

ahn = -2v/'-__1A6En,9Kh. + 2\/_-1A(6Ehnh-1aKnhn - 2v/--l-hnAFKn + 2rnhn
at +o*Kh._j0n, nn

where we have used the formula 2.5) and the identities

O*H 10!K=h- hi-,. (3.3)i I

We know that the above equations are a nonlinear parabolic system, as in [8], h(t) are self

adjoint with respect to Hi for t > since hi O = ME,. We denote

e2 I,/- Ho 1,01 o*H *H 0 0.1AF - -ro IdEo 12H, I V/- 1 AFH� lo -,r.IdE.122 1 2 n Hn (3.4)+ rn-1 - I o!H 0 0,IvI 1AFH - 0j+i o 0*I-1 rjIdE 122 i+i Hi 

and
n

,1�2 1.0 12
H- (3.5)

Proposition 31 Let H(t) (Ho(t), Hi Hn (t)) be a solution of heat flow (3. 1), then

(,\ )E)2 > . (3.6)
at

and
n

a) TrO = 
at (3.7)i=O

where, we denote O = VI'-__1AFH - 1 O!H 0 , _o,+1 0 O*H) - r IdEi
2 1 i+i

Proof. By calculating directly, we have

Oi = \-lAOE (OH, h-1 dhi)) + 1 h-'dhi O*Ho, I O*H 1 dhT i dt 2 i dt i 2 i i-1 (3.8)
_10i+Ih-1 �O*H + oj+jo*Hh-1dhi

i+1 dt i+1 2 i+1 dt

and
10, 12 2Re(-2V_-__1A6EiaHiOj, i)H + Re([2,/_-_1AF1' 1, Oil, Oi) Hi

Hi +21aH, 0,12 + 210EOi 1 2 Hi
Hi Hi'

Using the above formulas, we have

(\ - e2at
En 0 JVO,12 En 110,0,12 + 10*HI2 1,+112 + 10*H 12

2 i= Hi i= 0,+,O*H i i+1
-2 < Oi-joi, o0 > 2 < +,, o*H o, >i+1

En IVO,12 -1 I 10*H 12 - 2 < ,+,O*H, O*H > 10,+,O*H 12}
=2 i= i=O i+1 i+1 i+1 i+1
+En flo,0,12i= - 2 < i-10ioi0 > 10,_10,121

> .

The formula 3.7) can be deduce from 3.8) directly.

8
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Proposition 32 Let H(t) = (Ho(t), HI(t),...,H,(t)) be a solution of heat flow 3.1), then

them exist a positive constant C depending only on chain (E, J, ) such that

n
).t2 > 2 1,9HO 12 Cl,(D4 _ Max I 1,r _ _ 1 1 j(D2. (3.9)

1<i<n

Proof. By calculating directly, we have
(,\ - 8 JO112 O*H 12

21.9H 01 12 O*H, *110, - 1, 12,at H 2101 < 02 2 1 > 2(7-1
- 1)10,12 = 21.9H O 12 21 0, O�H 12 - < , 1 O*H O*H 0 > - < , O�H, O*H (, >

N H H i+1 i
+2(7-i - _ 1) 10, 12,

(\ - a)jOn 12 21.9HO.12 + 2OnO*-H 12- < On O*H, O*H j0n-1 > 2( n n-1) n 12,at H H n n n- -r 'r 1-0
(3.10)

where we have used OE*,&E,-,Oi 0, and equations 32). On the other hand, one can easily

check that:

10*H0,12 = 10,0*HI2
Hi i Hi-1, (3.11)

and

10,0!H12 110,14
Hi- > - Ht (3.12)ri

From above equalities we have

(,\ - a D2 Fn 1 1 allo, 12 1 n MaX1<,<.jj-r r,
,- (21

Fn 4 -,T,_1114)2. (3.13)_j= Ti19H Oi ' maxj<i<nj1

n

Next, we will introduce the Donaldson's "distance" on the space of Hermitian metrics as

follows.

Definition 33 For any two Hermitian metrics H K on a vector bundle E set

o,(H, K = TrH-1K + TrK-1H - 2rankE. (3.14)

It is obvious that o(H, K) with equality if and only if H = K. The function a is not

quite a metric but it serves almost equally well in our problem. In particular, a sequence of

metrics Ht converges to H in the usual Co topology if and only if Supmo,(Ht, H) 0.

9



Let H = (Ho, Hi,..., Hn) and K = Ko, Ki,..., Kn) axe two tuples of Hermitian metrics on

chain (E, J, ). We define the Donaldson's distance of two tuples as the following:

n

o, (H, K = E (Hi, Ki). (3.15)
i=O

Denoting h = h,hj,...,hn), where hi = K,-'Hi; applying -v`-_1A to 25) and taking the

trace in the bundle Ei, we have
Tr ,f-_1 hi (A 1 1 1 1 Tr(-V_-_1A6Ehih-1aKhj). (3.16)

AH, AFP, -- ,LTrhj
2

Let two tuples H(t), K(t) are two solutions of Heat flow 3.1), Using the above formula, we

have
(A 0)(E7 Trhi(t) = 2E! Tr(-V_-__1A5Ejhih-',9Kjhi)
+ Tr(W;0*K0 - O�Khi_10i + hiO-+lh-'.O*K hi - hioi+lo*K)

i. 1 1 + i+1+Tr(ho0ih-'0*K O*Kh (3.17)ho - ho0l.O*K + Tr(hn0n*�4n - n n-10n)

2E!,=0Tr(-vr_1A5Ehih-1aKhi)
+Y in-' Tr(hi(ki+lh-1 O*K h - 2h 0,O*K + hi+,O*K 0,)., =0 i+ + i+i i+i

In the similar way, we have
( - a) 0 Trh-'(t)) 2 1 0 Tr - v/_-__1_A5Ej h- hi alli h- )

'91 i i=
+ _rn- Tr(h--10,+1(p*K - 2h-1 0*K 0+1 + h-1 h-1 O*K hioi+,). (3.18)i=O z i+i i + i+ + +i

On the other hand, it is not hard to check that

Tr(hioi+lh-1 O*K h - h 0,O*K + hi+lo*K 0,) > 0, (3.19)i+ + i+1 i+i

and

Tr(hioi+lh-1 O*K h - h 0,O*K + hi+,O*K 0,) > 0, (3.20)
i+ + i+i i+i

Using the above formula and the facts([81, 201

Tr(-vf-__1A5Ehih-'aKh) 0, Tr(-v1-__1A6Ejh-1hiaHh-1) 0, (3.21)i

we have proved the following proposition.

Proposition 34 Let two nl-tuples H(t), K(t) are two solutions of the Heat flow (. 1then

a
(A - -)u(H(t), K(t)) 0- (3.22)

49t

Corollary 35 Let H and K ae two tuples of Hermitian metrics satisfying the chain

,r-vortex equation 2.9), then:

7\,7(H, K > 0. (3.23)

10



Proposition 36 Let the n + 1 -tuple H (x, t) be a solution of the heat flow (. 1) with the

initial tuple K, then

IgIFn -'Hi) Tr(H,-'Kj))j(A Ut O(Tr(K, (3.24)
> -(E7 012,/--lAL"' - O�Ko - ,O*K) -,rjIdEijKi)-Z= K z i+1

Proof. Let hi = K'Hi, applying 3.1) and 3.16), we have
i_ 1 (O�K -1 O*K hi) - rhi)

'9)Trhi = Tr(2v/---lhiAFK hi-10 - hi0i+lhi+ +12 z (3.25)
+2Tr(-%r---1A5Eihjh-1aKhi),

and

(7\ - 9)Trh-1 = 2Tr(-v1----1-A5Eh-1hiaHjh-1)T i i i (3.26)
-Tr(2V---lh-lAFK - 1 (h-'.O*Khi-jOih- - Oi+lh-1 O*K - rh-').z 2 i i i i+1 i+I i

Direct calculation shows that 201)

2(Trhi)-'Tr(-V----lA5Ehih-'aKhi) - (Trhi)-'IVTrhil2 > ,i (3.27)
2(Trh-')-'Tr(-v/----lAOEh-'hiaHh-1) - Trh-l)-21VTrh-112 > .I 2 i 2 i -

For simplicity, we denote that a = E (Trh + Trh-1). From the above inequalities, it is easy

to check
ajF7 Tr(-2v�---1A6Ehjh-1o9Khi 2vf--1-AOEh-1hiaHh-1)}
> 1 12. (3.28)

O(VTrh + VTrh-1)i
Then, we have

(\ j9t) lgf E7 (Trh + Trh-')}
(A 9 )jEna- i=O(Trh + Trh-')l-21 En T 1)12i

-a O(VTrh + VTrh-
-1jEn 0,+,O*K)Tr ((hi - h 1) (2 vr 1 AF 2,ri ME,))i= z K i i+1

+a-ijEn 0(hjO*KO _ O*K -1 - - h-0. jOj*+Kj Ii= hi-jOi + hjOi+jh i+lo*Khi i i+I1jEn O*KO, K 1 0,+1 oi*K+a- 0(h-1O*Khj-jOjh-1 - h-1 Oi+jhi-1jOj*+ + h- 1)}
+a-'fE7 Tr(-2v,'--1A5Ehih-'-YKhi - 2-,/---lA&E, h-'hi,91j, h7')jz i z z- (a-21 En (VTrh + VTrh-1)12

_n -1AFK'1 (O*Ko _ ,O*K - 2rjId_PIKi_i.0 12,v/ i i i+1

where we have used formula 3.28) and the same argument as in 3.17).

Using 3.16), 328), and arguing as in the above proposition, we have

Proposition 37 Let H and K are two n + 1-tuples of Hermitian metrics, then

\ gjEni= (Tr K,-'Hi) + Tr H,- 1 Kj))
- O*Ko - ,O*K)(En 12 v/---l A K -TjIdE I Ki) (3.29)i= I z i+1

(En 1 0,+,O*H)i=0 12 vl'- AL"' - rIdEilHi)-
Hi i i+1

11



Corollary 38 Let H be an n + 1-tuple of Hermitian metrics satisfying the chain r-vortex

equation 2-9), and K be a fixed tuple of Hermitian metrics, then

,L Ig (Tr Ki (3.30)
> 7 J2vIr-_1AF" _ O�Ko _ ,O*K -riIdEIK,).(EZ= I Ki 2 i+1

At the end of this section, we use the Moser-iteration to deduce the following mean-value

inequality which will be used in the proof of main theorem. The major geometric-analytic

property of M which we are going to use is the Sobolev inequality on the geodesic ball BR.

Namely, for ay'O E Co'(B(R)), there exists a constant C. only dependent on the geometry of

M around B(R) such that

4m 2m�2 IVV)12.
2m-2 ) 2m - (3.31)

Cs IB (R) V) < IB(R)

Theorem 39 Suppose that nonnegative function f satisfies

7\f -Bif, (3.32)

where is a positive constant. Let p > 0, then there exist constant B2 depending only on B1,

p and M such that

sup f B2( JP) P. (3.33)
B(R) B(R)

2

ProoE Setting < < rl R, and let be the cut-off function

�O(X) = 1; x E B(r2) (3.34)
0; E B(R \ B(ri)

< o(x) and IVWI < 2(r - r2)-I.

Let q p > 1. Multiplying with f q- 1 W2 on both side of 3.32) and integrating by parts we

have

(q - 1) fB(R) f q-2W2 IVf 12 < 2 fB(R) (V�O, Vf)fq-lW + fB (R) � V, Vf)fq-IW2
+B1 fB(R) f q�02. (3.35)

Using Schwartz inequality and Young inequality, we have

IV(f-IW)12 < q (IV12 )f q(P2 + fqlVW12.
2 + Bi (3.36)

fB(R) q - 2 fB(R) B(R)

12



IApplying the Sobolev inequality 3.31 t f 2 0,we get

q 2 22
f 2m-2 __j__< C(M, p, B1, VI)(1 + (r - r2) -2) f q. (3.37)

r2 B(ri)

Then, by the standard Moser-iteration argument we deduce 3.33) for p > 2 On the other hand

a general argument in 16] shows that p > case follows from p > 2.

Corollary 310 If nonnegative function f satisfies

Zf -B3 (3.38)

then there exists positive constants B4, B5 depending only on M and B3 such that

11f 11. B4(11f 11, + B5) (3.39)

ProoE Let f = f + B3, then we have Z�f' > -f'. Applying the mean value inequality

(3.33) to f', we can easily conclude the inequality 3.39).

4 Stability of J-holornorphic chains

Let (M, Jm,,q) be a compact m-dimensional almost Hermitian manifold whose Kiffiler form 

satisfies 6Mq'- = 0, and let (E, J, ) be a J-holomorphic chain over M as in 2.8). Let Hi

be a Hermitian metric on E, then we define the degree of E as follow:

deg(Ei) (TrAF"1),q1-1, (4.1)27r M Hi

whereq[-] q'. From the condition on the Kiihler form, we known that the above definitionM!
is independent of Hermitian metrics on the E. Let E E be a complex subbundle, using the

Hermitian Codazzi-Mainardi equation, we have the following proposition Q7], proposition 24):

Proposition 41 Let (Ei, i, Hi) be a Hermitian bundle with a fixed bacs J, let E c Ei

be a complex sub-bundle. Then the following facts are equivalent:

(1), E' is a J-holomorphic sub-bundle;

(2), the orthogonal projection 7r : E Ei' satisfies

(Id -7ri) o aE�. &_,,7r = 0. (4.2)

13



For further consideration, let us introduce the following class of objects F(Ei, J) ([7]): E E

F(Ei, J) if and only if

(1), there exists a closed subset C M with H2,,,-4(Ei < oo, such that EflM\E, is a

Ji-holomorphic sub-bundle of Eilm\E,;

(2), for any x E E, and any local JM-holomorphic curve C through x not contained in E,

Ei'IC_lx) extends to C as sub-bundle.

where H, denote the s-dimensional Hausdorff measure. If E E F(Ei, J), we will call E be a

weakly J-holomorphic sub-bundle of E, and be the singular set. On the other hand, when

Ei E F(Ei, J), it is easy to see that the corresponding section 7r : E Ei' of E E is in

L2(End(Ei)). So it is possible to define the degree of Ei' as follow([7]):
de f (-%/_-1Tr-7riAF1'1 119Ei-oE

7(E�) = I Hi 7ri (4.3)
27r , M

and the slope, Ei'), is defined
deg Ei') (4.4)
rankEi"

where Hi is any Hermitian metric on E. By Codazzi-Mainardi equations, if E is regular, it is

easy to check that this definition coincides with the one given in 4.1).

Definition 42 Let C = E, J, ) be a J-holomorphic chain, as in 2.8)

(1) A weakly J-holomorphic sub-chain of C is a chain

ol-1 ... Eo',C' E '4 E . - (4.5)

such that E is a weakly J-holomorphic sub-bundle of E with singular set Ei , and 

f I M\r fi- o Qm\r ,uE,-, for < i < n, where f : E ---+ E are the inclusion

morphisms. When U Ei 0, we call C be a J-holomorphic sub-chain of C.
n n

(2), The J-holomorphic sub-chain C' - C is called proper if < E rankEi' < E rankEi.
i=O i=O

(3), The J-holomorphic chain C is called decomposable if it can be written as a direct sum

C = C' C' of J-holomorphic sub-chains with C' C, C2 C. Otherwise, C is called

indecomposable.

(4), The J-holomorphic chain C is called simple if its only J-holomorphic endomorphisms

are the multiples AIdc of the identity endomorphism.

Definition 43 Let C = E, J, 0) be a J-holomorphic chain, as in 2.8). Let a = ao, el,...,

a,,) E Rn+l, and H = (Ho, Hi,..., Hn) be an n + 1-tuple of hermitian metrics on the chain C.

14



The a-degree and a-slope of a weakly J-holomorphic sub-chain C' are defined by

n Vol(M,,q n deg,,,C'
deg,,, C' degE - 2-7r airankEi, 1(C' = E�' rankTil (4.6)

i=O i=O %=

respectively. We say that the J-holomorphic chain C is a-(Semi) stable if for all proper weakly

J-holomorphic sub-chain C' -+ Q /.i,,(C' < )/z,,(C) A direct sum of a-stable J-holomorphic

chains, all of them with the same a-slope, is called a-polystable.

Suppose that the chain C has an (n + 1)-tuple H of Hermitian metrics satisfying the chain

-r-vortex equations 29), then taking traces in 29), integrating over (M,,q), and summing

for < i < n, one sees that the r-parameters are constrained by the relation E!, degEj

VO1(M'7?),rjrankEj. This equation can also be written as
27r

deg, (C = 0. (4.7)

This means that there are only n independent parameters among o, In the proof of the

Hitchin-Kobayashi correspondence, we shall take -r satisfying 47) for the equations, for the

stability condition, it will be convenient to use a = aO, --,a.), define by

a = r - o, (4.8)

so that ao = and the independent parameters are a,,..., a. By the definition, we have

1z (C) (C) + vol(M"q) TO, (4.9)
27r

hence the stability condition does not change under global translations of the parameter vector.

So, -(semi) stability is equivalent to a-(semi) stability.

Next, we will show that the -r-stability is the necessary condition for the existence of solutions

of the chain -vortex equation 2.9). In fact, we prove the following theorem.

Theorem 44 Let (M, JM,,q) be a compact m-dimensional almost Hermitian manifold

whose Kdhler formq satisfies OMqm- = 0, and C = E, J, ) be a J-holomorphic chain over

M as in 2.8). Let = o . .... .n) E Rn+' be such that deg, C = 0. Suppose that the chain

C admits an (n + 1)-tuple H = (Ho,..., Hn) of hermitian metrics satisfying the chain T-vortex

equations, then the chain C must be -r-polystable.

Proof. First of all, let a a,..., an) be defined by 48). Recall that -r-stability is

equivalent to a-stability. We can assume that C is indecomposable, then we only need to prove

that it is a-stable. Let C = (EO', E', ... , En) be a proper weakly J-holomorphic sub-chain, and

7ri be the section of E* E associated to the weakly J-holomorphic sub-bundle E -+ (Ei, Hi).

Using 2.8), we have

15



deg(Ei' = yW f(V1__1Tr7rAFHj' - 15E,7rfl')'q (4.10)
1 fj'Tr(7rj(0�H0 - ,O*H)) - j0Ei7rij2jq[m] + 1 rankEj',rjVo1(M),

T7r_ 2 1 i+1 27r

Let O� =7ri- o O o 7ri, 0� = 7rj�j o Oi 7 0-� =7ri- o O o -74, where 74 Id - 7ri. Then a

straightforward computation shows that

n 1 (O�Ho, mTr(7ri 10_�* 12 (4.11)E - Z i+1 1: Hi
i=O 2 i=O I

where 0-�* is the adjoint of 0-� with respect to metrics H. Therefore,

n
7ri2 + i I i2

(C') (C) 27r E7,=0 rankEi' E( 16Ej i H (4.12)
i=O

Consequently, it follows that p,,,,(C!' < p.(C), or f 167rjJ2 and fM I _�* 12 are all zero. InH T H

the latter case, we know that satisfying DH,7r = 0, so 7ri is global regular and Ej splits

E = ED E� J-holomorphically. On the other hand, 0 for all < i < n, we know that

the chain C is a direct sum C = C C of J-holomorphic sub-chain, where

En On O.-i ... 01
C, : + En-1 __+ ___+ E,

E� On E�.j On-1 ... 01 EL
C, :

This contradicts the indecomposibility of the chain C.

5 Proof of the main theorem

In this section we will use the stability to deduce the existence of an (n + 1)-tuple of her-

mitian metrics which satisfies the chain vortex equation 2.9). Let (M, JM,,q) be a compact

m-dimensional almost Hermitian manifold whose kiffiler form satisfies M6MT�'- = , and

C = E, J, ) be a J -holomorphic chain as in 28). Let K = Ko, Kl,..., Kn) be the initial

n + 1-tuple of Hermitian metrics on the chain C, then we consider the evolution equation 3.1),

where the parameter vector = o . .... .n) satisfies 47). First of all, we will prove that the

above equations have long-time solution H(t); nextly, under the assumption of -stability, we

will show that the solution H(t) converges to an an n + 1-tuple H(00) of Hermitian metrics

which we need. The main points in the argument are similar with that in 7.

From formula 3.2), we known that the evolution equations which we considered is a nonlinear

strictly parabolic system, so standard parabolic theory gives the short-time existence.

Proposition 5. 1 For sufficiently small > the system (3. 1) has a smooth solution H (t)

(Ho (t), ... ,H. (t)) defined for < t < .
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Let H(t) be a solution of the evolution equation 3.1), and hi = K'Hi, for < i < n Then

8 (Ig Trhi) T, )I
at Trhi Hoo,-O,+IOO*H -,rIdEj)

2 , Trhi(V -IA.PHi =P-Pi Trhi i+1 (5.1)

< 21vr--lAFH - (O*H O* - rIdE, IH,,2 i O Oi+1 0 M

and

I a(IgTrh-')l 21,vr---lAFH - (O�H 0 , 0,+1 o O*H rjIdE, JH.. (5.2)at z 2 2 i+I

Theorem 5.2 Suppose that a smooth solution H(t) to the evolution equations 3.1 is

defined for < t < T Then H(t) converges in Co-topology to some (n + 1)-tuple H(T of

continuous non-degenerate metrics as t -- T.

Proof: Given > by continuity at t = we can find a such that

sup O (H (t), H (t') < ,
M

for < t, t < J. Then Proposition 34 and the Maximum principle imply that

sup o (H (t), H (t') < ,
M

for all t, t > T - . This implies that the Hi t) are a uniformly Cauchy sequence and converge

to a continuous limiting metric HT), for every < i < n. By proposition 31, we known

that 1�/--lAFHi - 1 (O�H 0 _ 1 0 O*H -,rjIdEjH, are bounded uniformly. Using formula
2 z i+1

(5. 1) and 5.2), one can conclude that (Hi (t), Kj) are bounded uniformly, therefore Hi (T) is a

non-degenerate metric.

ri

Arguing like that in [8; Lemma 191 or 13; Lemma 43.21, one can easily prove the following

lemma.

Lemma 53 Let H(t), 0 < t < T, be any one-parameter family of Hertnitian metrics

on complex vector bundle E over almost Hermitian anifold M. If H(t) converges in the Co

topology to some continuous metric H(T) as t --+ T, and if supm AF1 1 i bounded uniforMly in�4
t, then H(t) are bounded in C1,' (for < a < ) and also bounded in L (for any < p < 0)2

uniformly in t.

Theorem 54 Given any initial tuple K of herrnitian metrics, then the evolution equation

(3. 1) has a unique solution H (t) which exists for < t < oo.
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Proof. Proposition 5.1 guarantees that a solution exists for a short time. Suppose that

the solution H(t) exists for < t < T By theorem 52, H(t) converges in Co-topology to a

n + 1-tuple H(T) of non-degenerate continuous limit metrics as t ---* T. We have known that
V11AFH _ 1(.O�_H 00, -0,+, 00*H) -rjIdEjH, is bounded independently of t. Moreover, from

2 2 i+1

proposition 32, we have
n

2 jaH0,12 + C14)4 1}4)2(A--)4) >2E max 11-r - r-Iat 1<i<n
Z=1

where t = Fn , 0 12 Assume that 4�2_i= H attains its maximum on M x 0, T) at the point (X0, to)
with < to < T, xo E M If 4D2(X0, to) > M-1<i<.11-i--i-111 , then

U1

),1)2 > ,
at -

on a neighborhood of (xo, to). This contradicts the maximum principle of the heat operator. So

we have n
,D2<maxjsuPj:j0,j2 maxj<i<n11,ri-,ri-11}

K7 C, (5.3)

Moreover, supm AAF1' 112 is bounded independently of t, for every < i < n. Hence by lemmaH, Ki

5.3, Hi t) are bounded in the Cl-topology and also bounded in L' (for any < p < oo) uniformly2

in t. Since the evolution equation 3.2) is quadratic in the first derivative of hi we can apply

Hamilton's method [11] to deduce that Ht) --+ HT) in C', for every < i < n, and the

solution can be continued past T. Then the evolution equation 3.1) has a solution H(t) define

for all times.

On the other hand, suppose that H(t) is another solution of equation 3.1) with the same

initial tuple K of hermitian metrics, from proposition 34, we have

(A - (H (t), H (t)) 0,

and a H, H') I t= = 0. By the maximum principle, we have

o,(H(t), H'(t)) =_ 0, i.e.H(t) =_ H(t).

So we have proved the uniqueness of the solution.

Next, we will use the stability to deduce that the solution H(t) of above the evolution

equations must converges to an n + 1-tuple H(oo) metric which we need. For the further

discussion, we shall introduce the following machineries. Let MD Ki, Hi) be the Donaldson

Lagrangian Q 7 of two hermitian metrics K, Hi and we define the modified Donaldson

Lagrangian M4,,, of two (n + 1)-tuples of Hermitian metrics as following

M0,,,,(K, H) o MD(Ki, Hi) -7 1 f(loil - oil'J= H K (5.4)
E' f a Tr (log K.- 1 Hi))
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where = Ko, ... , Kn), H = (Ho,..., H,,�), K and Hi are hermitian metrics on bundle Ei, and

a = ao, -.,a,) E R+ .

For the reader's convenience, we recall some notation in 19] and 7 Let K be a fixed

Hermitian metric on the bundle E, denote

SK (E = Is E Q (M, End(E) I S*K = SI.

Given p E C' (R, R) and s E SK (E). We define p(s) as follows. At each point x on M, chose

lei}' I be an unitary basis with respect to metric K, such that s(ei = Jiei. Set:

p(s)(ei = p6i)ej.

Given T E C' (R x R, R), s E SK (E), p E Q (M, End(E)). In a similar way, we define

T [s] (p) as follows. Let I e!} I be the dual basis for lei ' 1, then p E 0 (M, End(E)) can be

written

pije* D ej.

Set:

T [I (p) T (Si, 6j)pij e* ej.i

In fact, the Donaldson's Lagrangian is defined as follows

MD K, H) = 2 f I o g (K 1 I-I) v -1 A F�W1) K
+ 2 f (log K H), -�I--lA5E (�o [log K- 1 H) (aK log K- MM K,

where �o(x, y = 'Y-'+(x-y)-l

Lemma 5.5 (1), Let H, H2, H3 be three n + 1-tuples of Hermitian metrics on chain

C = E, J, ), and a = aO, ---, an) E R n+1, then

M.k,. (H 1, H3 = M4,, (HI, H2) + MO,. (H2, H3). (5.5)

(2), Let H(t) be a family of n + 1-tuples of hermitian metrics on chain C, then

dTMO,.(H(O), H(t) = f(H6-'dHO, 2v/---lAF" + 0101H - 2eoIdEO)H,dt Ho
+rn-If (H-ldH, 2--lAF"'-(O*110,-O,+,O*H)-2aiIdE,)Hi (5.6)_i=l M dt H. i i+1
+ fM (Hn I dHn, 2/---TAF" - 4*H 011� - 2an IdE�) Hn Hn n

Proof. (1), Formula (5.5) can be deduced directly by the properties of Donaldson's La-

grangian and the definition of modified Donaldson Lagrangian 5.4).

(2), Using formula (5.5), we only need to compute d MO,,,(H(O), H(t)) for t =: 0. It is easydt

to check that
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d M0,.(H(0),H(t))jt=t0 = dM0,.(H(0),H(to+l))jj=o
dt d dlT Mk,, (H(to), H(to + 0) 11=0'

fm (H6-'dH , 2,1_-1AFH,, + 010*1' - 2ceoIdE,)HO It=todt
+ rn-I -1 -_1 A FH.1 - 0,+10*1 2c IdEi)H, It=t,'i=1 fM (Hi t, 2vr i i+I
+fM(Hn-'dHn,2,,F_1ALF1'1-0 On-2aJdEn)HnIt=t0'dt H� n

For the further argument, we need the following proposition.

Proposition 56 7]; Theorem 02 Let M, Jm, g), (N, JN, h) be two almost Hermitian

manifolds with diMRM = 2m, and assume there exists a bounded closed 2-form a on N such

that a > uniformly. Let : M N be a L2 -weakly (JM, JN) -holomorphic map. Then

there exists a closed subset E M with H2,4(E) < +00, such that o is smooth on M \ E;

moreover, for any E E, any local JM-holomorphic curve C through x not contained in ,

o-jC_(xj extends smoothly to C.

Proof of the main theorem: Let H(t = (Ho(t),...,Hn(t)) be a solution of equation

(3. 1) with initial tuple K, and h (t = (ho (t), ... , hn (0) where hi = K- 1 Hi = exp (si). From

proposition 37, we have

IgJE7 (Tr(hi) + Tr(h-'))li

i= (5.7)> _(E n 0 12vr-lAFK (O�K 0 _ 1 O*K 2-ri IdE I Ki)I i+I

-(E7 j2vI--_1AL'1'1 H oi+lo*' - 2riIdEIH,)-J= ' Hi Oi i+1

By proposition 31, we known that supm 12v'--IAF" (0�ho, _0,+10*1 ) -,ri IdE I Hi is boundedHi i+1

independently of t. Using Corollary 310, there exists two constants B5 and B6 such that

n n

11 gf E(Tr(hi) + Tr(h-1))jjj,,,, < B( Igf 1:(Tr(hi) + Tr(h-1))} + B6). (5.8)
i fm i

i=O i=O

On the other hand, one can check that

n n n n n

IgI �--I:(Trhi+Trh-')}<ElsilKi=ElsilHi< Er�)lgE(Trhi+Trh71) 59)2 0 ri i i z
i=O i=O i=O i=O i=O

where ri = rankEi. So there exist constants B > 0, B > 0 such that, for every t E [0 +)O),

we have:
n n

1: 1si(t)II. B7 + B8(E IlSi(t)III)- (5.10)

i=O i=O

Now, there are two possibilities:

(1), There exists constant B > such that, for every t E [0, oo),

n

T IIsi(t)II-< B.
i=O
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(�/' limsupt-".(Elo 118i(0111 = +00.

Assume we are in case (1). Using the condition o9MOM71 = it is not hard to check that

fm(si, v'---1A6E(�0[Si1(aHiSi)))Hi77
(aHi Si)T

fm (T[Si (9Ei Si), 9Ej Si)Hi771- - fm TrsiH,-1T[`sj Hi A a7l--l

fm T[Sij(19EiSi), aEiSi)Hi771-l - 1 V--- fD(TrS?) A,977--l2

fm0F[8i1(aEiSi0EiSi)Hi771-]

where T (x, y = V (y, x = e'-V-(x-y)-l . By formula 5.4), we have
(X-Y),

Mo,,(KH) -E'ofmlsill2vF---l-AFH',1-2,riIdl771nI
+2EZ7=ofm(,P[si](OEsi),5Esi)H,,ql-I (5.11)
+ E7 1 fM 10 12 _ 112

%= Hi Ki

From E7 11si (t) 11. < B for every t E [0, +oo), it follows that > > on the range of

the s(t)'s; so that
116EiS,112

I (T[Si1(5EiSi0EiSi)Hi771- > Blo 2) (5.12)

for every < i < n. On the other hand, from theorem 32, we known that E7 110,12 isZ= HW

bounded uniformly. Therefore, there exists B1 > such that, for every t E [0, +00)

M0,,(KH(t)) -Bil. (5.13)

From 5.6), we have

d (0*H0 _ ,O*H 12MO,,-(KH(t)) 2-riIdE, (5.14)dt fm Hi i+1 Hi
i=O

By (5.11), 5.12), 5.14), we known that IPEiSih and also Jj5Eihi1j2 are uniformly bounded.

Thus, there exits a subsequences tj --+ oo, such that hi (tj) weakly converges to hi 00) in L 2, for1
every < i < n. By 5.13) and 5.14), we known that En 12v/'--lAF" I - 0*H0 - 0,+,O*Hi= Hi i i+1

2,rildEj 12 (tj) weakly converges to in L 2. Then, the standard elliptic regularity implies thatHi

hi(oo) is smooth and Hoo = Kihi(oo) satisfies the chain -r vortex equations 2.9).

By conformal transformations, we can assume that the initial n + 1-tuple of Hermitian metrics

K = Ko,..., K,,) satisfies:

n *K
Ki i+1 -riIdE, = .Tr(v'-1AF�' - -(Oi - (5.15)2 Oi

i=O

Assume, from now on, we are in case 2). In particular, we can choose a sequence tj C?, such3=

that: tj --+ oo and En IIS(tj)lll ___� 00. Set E = EDE, ... D En, then, let H = HOED H, ... G Hn

be a hermitian metric on E, denote h = ho D hl ... hn, and s = so ED I ... (D s, E End(E).

Let Ij = s(tj)jjj and uj = 11s(tj) E End(E), from the assumption, we known that 1j --+ oo.

Using (5.10), we have

jjujjjj = and Ilujll. B12 (5.16)
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where B12 is a positive constant. By formula 3.7) and the initial assumption (5.15), we have

Trs(t = 0, (5.17)

for every < t < oo. Rom

1j(1F[1jUjJ(19EUj),19EUj > (*[Uj](19EUj),19EUj) (5.18)

and (5.11) 5.14), it follows that

i (41[Uj](1OEUj),OEUj)?71- < B13-

Since uj is bounded uniformly, so 4 > C > on the range of the uj's. Then, we obtain

1119EUjII2 B14. (5.19)

Then, passing to a subsequence, uj converges weakly to u in L 2; clearly, u, is nontrivial.1
We denote : E --+ Ei the projection to sub-bundle E, K = K (D K, ... (D Kn the initial

hermitian metric on bundle E, and
n

Oi 0 7ri. (5.20)

The chain -r vortex equations 2.9) can be re-written as follows:

n
H,/--lAA 1 H- Eri7ri 0. (5.21)2 W 0 00*

i=O

Moreover,

fm (U"" 2v�--1AFl! - 2 E7 77ri) + 2 fm (IQ [ucl (OEuc'c'), OEu"�)A t=
limi-"� (fm (uj, 2v/--lAFK - 2 E%7=0,rOi) + 2 f (T [ujl (6Euj), 6Euj))

* limi" 11 fm (s (tj), 2,I----lAFK - 2 E' rioi) + 2 f (T [s (tj)] 6Es(tj)), 5ps(tj))
I - 2 i=

* fM(A2H(tj) 101K)l

* limi-" 1 MO,, K, H (tj) = .
3

(5.22)

In the same manner, if E C (R x R, R) satisfies C (x, y) (x - y) whenever x > y, then

n

im (UOO 2v/---lAFK 2 E -r,7ri) 2Im (( [",] OEU"), OEUC" < 0. (5.23)
i=O

For any smooth function p: R R a straightforward computation gives

7o'Trp(uc,,,) Tr(Jp[u,,J(6Eu,,)) (5.24)

where we set:
I = p/A -p(y) ifA

Jp(A, p) A-,u 7

p (A), ifA y.
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For any number N, we can find a smooth function � : R x R -+ R such that: �(x, x)

Jp(x, x); and N�2 X, y) (x - y) -' whenever x > y. Then

- (p(U.)) 12 12Io9Tr ITr(Au.]6Eu.) < B51�[U.JOEU.12

B1A(N�'[u.](,YEu.),,9Eu.).N

By 5.23), we have B15
2II5`Tr(p(u.))II2 (5.25)

N

Since this holds for all N > , and Tr(p(u,,,)) is real valued, we get that Tr(p(u,,,)) is constant

almost everywhere. This implies that the eigenvalues of u... are constant almost everywhere, so

we have proved the following lemma.

Lemma 57 The eigenvalues of u,, are constant almost everywhere.

Let Al,-, Al denote the distinct eigenvalues of the u, listed in ascending order. On the

other hand, by 5.17), we have

Tru,,, = 

almost everywhere. So > 2.

For a < define P,, : R --+ R to be a smooth positive function such that

P. (X) 1. if x < A,,,, (5.26)
0 if > +l

Define

7r P.(U.). (5.27)

Proposition 5.8 Let 7, be as above for a < . Then

1L(SK(E));
(2), 2 =7r,,, 7r*K

Ce

(3), (Id - F.)1YE-,&E(7rj = almost everywhere;
(Id - 7' ) �7r' II' = .

a a 2

ProoL (1), 2), 3) can be deduced directly by the same argument as in [5; position 310.2]

or 7 proposition 46j. So we only need to prove (4). It is not hard to check that, for large

enough j,
fM 1�12 (tj) = f(h(tj)�h-l(tj),�)K

H
I 1 (5.28)= f (e juj oe- jui, O)K

:�! fM(lfl[UjI�, �) K,

where (A, y = w (p A), w : R --+ R is a smooth positive function such that be compactly

supported and w(A) 0 whenever A < for some > In 528), we have used the fact Q5,
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proposition 39.1]): for large enough 

elA
(A) (5.29)

For any a < choose such that < < A,+, - A,,, and define a smooth positive function

W, R -- R such that
W,(A) 0, ifA < (5.30)

1, if A > A+l - A,,,.

It is easy to check that
12 < Q.[U.]�,

(IdE - 7a')'��a K - (5.31)

where k(A, It) = w (ti - A). From 5.3), we know 1 2 q,2 = En 1 1 12
H(t) MO is bounded

uniformly. So, 4) can be deduced easily from 5.28), 5.31).

El

Rom the above proposition, we known that the r' 's are L 2-weakly J-holomorphic sub-
2bundles of E and correspond to Li_weakly J-holomorphic maps from (M, jmq) to some rass-

mann bundle Grp(E). If U C M is a sufficiently small domain, then 7-1 can be equippedCr

with a tamed Symplectic structure just by approximating the standard Kiihler structure on

U x Grp Cr). Therefore proposition 56 implies that 7r' E F (E, J�. So 7r' i = r' o7r = r o 7 isa Ck el a

a weakly J-holomorphic sub-bundle of (Ei, J). From 4) of proposition 5.8, we have
(ki 0 7' i = 7r' i ai.

Ck a_ C Oi 0 7r/ (5.32)

So, we have obtained a sequence of proper weakly J-holomorphic sub-chains C of C (E, J, );

O.n I
C,, : 7rafn + 7an-1 7r.0 (5.33)

where We define

Q 7-) Al deg, C - (A,,+ 1 A,,,) deg, C,,,). (5.34)
a=1

Then
Q(r) = 11; f V_-1TrJ(AlIdE - E'CL= (A,,+, - A4,,)7r' )AF 11 cc

1 12fm (A,+ - A.)l6E-OE7r'e K
VOI(M) Z= -ri(AlrankE - l-' (A,,+, - A)rank7r'i)

2,, E7 a=1 a (5.35)
I _ En

fm uoo, vf--l A L 1 1 0 T, 7i) K27r A K i =
1 fm F'-1 (A.+, - A,)l5E-0E7r' I' 

77r a=1

Using the result and notation of [5, lemma 312.1],

_'-' (A.+, - A.)l6E-,&E7r' 12

a=1 cc

(A.+, - A.)(aE_,&E7r' , 49E-(&E7r')
Ck= (5.36)

E'-' (A.,+1 - A.)((jp.)2Q=1 - - [U.1(a--,DEU., -9--0EU.)

((([U.1(19E-(&EU., 09E' OEU.)
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Here R x R --+ R is defined by El-10(A,+j - hence it satisfies the conditions

that (A, y) (A - for A > IL. Then, we make use of 5.23), 5.35), 536) to deduce that

Q(r) <_ (5.37)

On the other hand, from the definition of the r-stability of the chain C we deduce that

Q(,r > 0, thus we get a contradiction. So, we have proved the main theorem.
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